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 THE GIVER by Lois Lowry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Author 

Lois Lowry 

 
Main Characters 

1. Jonas 

2. The Giver 

3. Jonas´ father 

4. Jonas´ mother 

5. Lily 

6. Gabriel 

7. Asher 

8. Fiona 

9. Larissa 

10. The Chief Elder 

 

 

 

 

Setting 

Futuristic dystopian / utopian society 

 

Conflict 

The main conflict is when Jonas is 

assigned in the Community as the Receiver 

of Memories. 
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Themes 

1. The importance of memory and past 

2. Pain and pleasure 

3. Rules and order 

4. The importance of the individual 

5. Language and communication 

6. Tradition and customs 

7. Suffering and old age 

8. Fear and freedom 

 

 

 

 

Point of View 

First-person narrative 

Genre 

Dystopian literature / science 

fiction 

 

 
Tone / Mood 

Reflective, apprehension, nervousness, 

curiosity and awe, shocked, disgusted 

 

 

Symbolism / Allegory / Imagery 

The new child Gabriel, the sled, the river, 

the apple 

 

 

Allusions 

1. Literary and Philosophical: 

 The Bible; The Tree of Knowledge (Adam and Eve) “forbidden fruit” – the 

apple 

 Jonas – the prophet who was chosen by God to proclaim judgement on a 

sinful city. 

 Gabriel – God´s messenger who appeared to Mary announcing the birth of 

Christ. 

 

 

Motif 

Vision, nakedness, release, sameness 
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Since the main conflict is what Jonas is assigned, the effect of that is that it causes him to question the society he lives in and its 

restrictions set upon the Community by the Elders. 

The problem Jonas has to solve is the way the Community runs. The Elders set many restrictions upon the Community and they have 

lived so long like that, that they know no other way to live. But because Jonas is receiving such vivid images, he wants the rest of the 

Community to feel as he is. 

But, as a Receiver of Memories, he is not allowed to share what he sees. That causes him to break several rules and eventually run 

away. 
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THE GIVER by Lois Lawry 

Characters Description 

 

1. Jonas - The eleven-year-old main character. Sensitive and intelligent, with strange powers of perception that 

he doesn’t understand, Jonas is chosen to be the new Receiver of Memory for his community when he turns 

twelve. Even before his training, Jonas is unusually thoughtful, expresses great concern for his friends and 

family, and thinks it would be nice to be closer to other people. After his training begins, Jonas’s universe 

changes dramatically. His new awareness of strong emotions, beautiful colors, and great suffering makes him 

extremely passionate about the world around him and the welfare of the people he loves. 

 

2. The Giver - The old man known in the community as the Receiver of Memory. The Giver has held the 

community’s collective memory for many years and uses his wisdom to help the Committee of Elders make 

important decisions, even though he is racked by the pain his memories give him and believes that perhaps 

those memories belong in the minds of everyone in the community. 

 

3. Jonas’s Father - A mild-mannered, tenderhearted Nurturer who works with infants. He is very sweet with his 

two children. He enjoys his job and takes it very seriously, constantly trying to nurture children who will stay 

alive until the Ceremony of Names. However, even if he is attached to a child, he will release it if that seems 

to be the best decision.  

 

4. Jonas’s Mother - A practical, pleasant woman with an important position at the Department of Justice. 

Jonas’s mother takes her work seriously, hoping to help people who break rules see the error of their ways. 

She frequently gives Jonas advice about the worries and fears he faces as he grows up. 

 

5. Lily - Jonas’s seven-year-old sister. She is a chatterbox and does not know quite when to keep her mouth 

shut, but she is also extremely practical and well-informed for a little girl. 

 

6. Gabriel - The newchild that Jonas’s family cares for at night. He is sweet and adorable during the day, but has 

trouble sleeping at night unless Jonas puts him to sleep with some memories. He and Jonas become very 

close. 

 

7. Asher - Jonas’s best friend. Asher is a fun-loving, hasty boy who usually speaks too fast, mixing up his words 

to the exasperation of his teachers and Jonas. He is assigned the position of Assistant Director of Recreation. 

 

8. Fiona - Another of Jonas’s friends. She has red hair, which only Jonas can see, and works as a Caretaker in the 

House of the Old. She is mild-mannered and patient. Jonas’s first sexual stirrings come in the form of an 

erotic dream about Fiona. 

 

9. Larissa - A woman living in the House of the Old. Jonas shares pleasant conversation with her while he gives 

her a bath during his volunteer hours. Like many inhabitants of the House of the Old, she enjoys gossip and 

looks forward to her release. 

 

10. The Chief Elder - The elected leader of Jonas’s community. She to shows genuine affection for all of            

the children at the Ceremony of Twelve, knowing of their names and an anecdote about each one. 
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The Giver in 20 MINUTES 

Summary of the Novel 

 

Chapter One 

It is December, and eleven-year-old Jonas feels uneasy as an unidentified aircraft flies over his 

community. All members of the community are ordered inside until the situation is rectified. At dinner 

with his family, Jonas confides that he is apprehensive about receiving his job Assignment at the 

upcoming Ceremony of Twelve. 

 

Chapter Two 

Jonas’s father relates how he was placed in his job as Nurturer and tells the family unit about a 

newchild, Gabriel, who is not progressing well. Jonas’s parents reassure him that the Elders of the 

community carefully observe each child before making his/her Assignment. 

 

Chapter Three 

In the hope that Gabriel will learn to sleep more soundly, Jonas’s father receives permission to bring 

Gabriel to their family dwelling each night. Lily, Jonas’s younger sister, looks forward to being an 

Eight, when she will begin her volunteer hours in the community. Later, while playing with his friend 

Asher, Jonas notices that Asher’s apple has an unusual quality to it. 

 

Chapter Four 

Jonas helps bathe an elderly woman at the House of the Old. The woman, Larissa, tells Jonas that 

the home recently celebrated the release of Roberto, an elderly gentleman. 

 

Chapter Five 

During the morning sharing of dreams, Jonas recounts a dream in which he experienced sexual 

desire. His mother told him that these feelings are called Stirrings, and that Jonas must begin taking a 

pill each day to eliminate them. 

 

Chapter Six 

At the annual Naming and Placement Ceremony, new children are named and assigned to family 

units in the community. Lily becomes an Eight and receives her new jacket with a pocket. The Nines 

receive bicycles, and the Tens are given shorter haircuts. While waiting for the Ceremony of Twelve, 

Jonas and Asher discuss the care with which all decisions, including the Matching of Spouses, are 

made by the Elders. 
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Chapter Seven 

At the Ceremony of Twelve, each youth’s number is called and his/her Assignment is announced. 

Jonas’s number is skipped, however, and he wonders what he has done wrong. 

 

Chapter Eight 

The Chief Elder informs the audience that Jonas has been selected to be the community’s next 

Receiver of Memory. The crowd is informed that the Receiver must possess Intelligence, Integrity, 

Courage, Wisdom, and the Capacity to See Beyond. While looking at the crowd, Jonas again notices 

a fleeting change, as he had previously when he noticed a change in the apple. 

 

Chapter Nine 

Jonas learns that the community chose a Receiver ten years previously, but that her name is now 

designated Not-to-Be-Spoken. When reading the instructions for his Assignment, Jonas is shocked to 

learn that he is exempted from rules governing rudeness and that he may now lie. 

 

Chapter Ten 

When Jonas reports for his first day of training, he is amazed to see a luxurious room full of books 

and realizes that the previous Receiver, who is now The Giver, may turn off his speaker that monitors 

all buildings in the community. Jonas learns that he is supposed to receive all the memories of the 

world from the previous Receiver. By placing his hands on Jonas’s bare back, the elderly gentleman 

transmits to Jonas a memory of riding on a sled. 

 

Chapter Eleven 

Even though he has no knowledge of snow, Jonas enjoys sledding down a hill. The Giver tells Jonas 

that snow and hills used to exist before the community went to Climate Control and Sameness. 

 

Chapter Twelve 

Jonas learns that he saw glimpses of colors, a type of seeing beyond, in the apple and the audience’s 

faces at the Ceremony. Due to Sameness, colors no longer exist in the community. Jonas is excited 

to learn that he will be able to see more colors as he gains more memories from The Giver. 

 

Chapter Thirteen 

The Giver transmits to Jonas the memory of an elephant being slaughtered, and Jonas realizes that 

real elephants, not just stuffed ones like Lily’s Comfort Object, once existed. The Giver tells Jonas 

that his life as the Receiver of Memory will be a solitary one. The books in The Giver’s office, as well 

as the memories he possesses, may not be shared with anyone else in the community. The Elders 

may call on The Giver when they need counsel or advice, but that will occur only rarely. Jonas begins 

to wonder if the visions in his dreams—hills, snow, animals— still exist outside of the community. 
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Chapter Fourteen 

As part of his training, Jonas must also receive memories that involve pain. Jonas relates his 

frustration that he alone must bear the memories for everyone, when it would be easier if the burden 

were shared among all citizens of the community. Later that night, as Gabriel sleeps fitfully, Jonas 

transmits a memory of a tranquil lake to Gabriel to calm him. 

 

Chapter Fifteen 

The Giver transmits a gruesome battle scene to Jonas and apologizes for doing so. 

 

Chapter Sixteen 

The Giver transmits his favorite memory, a loving family at Christmas, to Jonas. Jonas is confused by 

the grandparents in the memory since elderly people are not involved in family units in the 

community. When Jonas asks his father if he loves him that evening, he is hurt when his father 

remarks that love is an imprecise word for an obsolete feeling. Jonas begins to transmit pleasant 

memories to Gabriel each night and yearns for a world in which love is not obsolete. Jonas secretly 

stops taking his daily pill. 

 

Chapter Seventeen 

As a result of no longer taking the pills, Jonas sees everything in color and experiences a greater 

depth of feelings, a fact that alienates Jonas from his age-mates. Gabriel has begun to walk and, 

thus, must also endure being reprimanded with a discipline wand. Jonas’s father comments that a set 

of twins will be born the next day, and he will select the twin to keep in the community and the twin to 

release to Elsewhere. 

 

Chapter Eighteen 

The Giver tells Jonas that the Elders selected a Receiver of Memory, Rosemary, ten years ago. After 

receiving many emotionally painful memories, Rosemary requested release. When this occurred, the 

memories that she possessed were released into the community and caused great despair. 

 

Chapter Nineteen 

Anticipating a joyful event, Jonas asks to watch his father perform the Release Ceremony for one of 

the twins. Jonas is shocked when he sees his father euthanize the smaller twin and place his dead 

body in a box. 
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Chapter Twenty 

Jonas is horrified to realize that people who are released are actually killed, not taken to live 

Elsewhere. The Giver realizes that life in the community must change, and he tells Jonas of his plan 

to release Jonas’s memories into the community. The Giver will help Jonas escape from the 

community, and The Giver will remain behind to help the community process and learn from the 

memories. Jonas also learns that Rosemary was The Giver’s daughter. 

 

Chapter Twenty-One 

At the evening meal, Jonas’s father tells the family that Gabriel will be released since he is still not 

sleeping through the night. Disregarding the escape plan he made with The Giver, Jonas sneaks 

Gabriel out of his family’s dwelling that night. While evading search planes, Jonas rides his father’s 

bicycle with Gabriel out of the community and continues to ride for several days. 

 

Chapter Twenty-Two 

As Jonas and Gabriel move farther away from the community, the landscape begins to change and 

animals appear. They experience rain for the first time, and Jonas struggles to find food and shelter 

for himself and Gabriel. 

 

Chapter Twenty-Three 

As it begins to snow, Jonas and Gabriel trudge up a steep hill where Jonas finds a sled. They ride the 

sled down the hill toward a town full of twinkling colored lights. Jonas hears music and singing for the 

first time, which was The Giver’s first experience with Hearing/Seeing Beyond. 
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No.Word Clue/Definition
 1. AGE Didn't matter after Ceremony of Twelve
 2. ANIMALS None existed in Jonas's world
 3. APPLE It changed before Jonas's eyes
 4. ASHER Had trouble with language
 5. ASSIGNMENTS The Elders chose these for the Twelves
 6. BACK Jackets of Fours, Fives & Sixes buttoned down the ___
 7. BEYOND Jonas was able to see ___
 8. BICYCLE Moving out into the community
 9. BIRD Gabe thought it was a plane
10. BIRTHMOTHER Not an honorable Assignment
11. BOOKS The Receiver had many in his dwelling
12. CALCULATOR Male Elevens' pants had a pocket for one
13. CARETAKER Fiona's assignment was ___ of the Old
14. CHANGED What happened to the apple
15. CHIEF Announced the assignments: ___ Elder
16. COLORS The people could not see them
17. DECEMBER Month of the Ceremony
18. DISCIPLINE This wand was a punishment tool for small children
19. DISPOSITION Father had a calmer one than Mother
20. EIGHTS Had jackets with small buttons and pockets
21. ELEPHANT Lily's comfort object
22. ELSEWHERE Outside the Community
23. FEELINGS Family shared them after dinner
24. FEMALE These Elevens new undergarments
25. FIONA Jonas dreamed about her
26. GABRIEL The newchild who stayed with Jonas
27. GIVER Transferred the memories to Jonas
28. GRANDPARENTS Jonas liked the memory of them
29. HIPPO Gabe's comfort object
30. HONOR The Receiver had this, but no power
31. INDEPENDENCE Jacket buttoned in front
32. INTELLIGENCE Mother's was higher than Father's
33. JONAS Became the new Receiver of Memory
34. JUSTICE Mother worked in this Department
35. LANGUAGE It was to be precise
36. LARISSA Described Roberto's ceremony
37. LIE Jonas, as Receiver, could do this
38. LILY Wanted to be a birthmother
39. LOVE Jonas asked his parents if they felt this for him
40. MALE These Elevens got longer pants with a pocket
41. MATURITY Short hair symbolized this
42. MEMORIES Jonas wanted to give them to people
43. MOTHER She was intelligent
44. MUSIC Jonas heard it coming from the bottom of the hill
45. NAMING Father broke a rule to look at this list
46. NINES They got their bicycles
47. NINETEEN Jonas's number
48. NURTURER Father's job
49. OLD Fiona worked in the House of the ___
50. ONES They got names and parents
51. PAIN The people had never known this
52. PALE Jonas's and Gabe's eyes looked this way
53. PILL Jonas stopped taking his

The Giver -Word List
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 1. The color Jonas saw

 2. They got names and parents

 3. Father released the smaller of them

 4. Gabe's comfort object

 5. Searched for Jonas and Gabe

 6. Transferred the memories to Jonas

 7. Jonas heard it coming from the bottom of the hill

 8. Family shared them after dinner

 9. Mother's was higher than Father's

10. Short hair symbolized this

11. Father's job

12. Jonas stopped taking his

13. Lily didn't like hair ___

14. Moving out into the community

15. Gabe thought it was a plane

16. Jonas could not ask for this

17. They had their long hair cut off

18. Had jackets with small buttons and pockets

19. These Elevens got longer pants with a pocket

20. Jonas's Assignment was ___ of Memory

The Giver - Fill In The Blank 
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___ 1. CHANGED  A. The newchild who stayed with Jonas

___ 2. JUSTICE  B. None existed in Jonas's world

___ 3. HONOR  C. Gabe thought it was a plane

___ 4. ASSIGNMENTS  D. Month of the Ceremony

___ 5. NINES  E. Jonas could not ask for this

___ 6. ELSEWHERE  F. Lily's comfort object

___ 7. BICYCLE  G. The color Jonas saw

___ 8. BIRTHMOTHER  H. Jonas heard it coming from the bottom of the hill

___ 9. LANGUAGE  I. Jonas recognized when the children played it

___10. RED  J. Moving out into the community

___11. DECEMBER  K. The Receiver had many in his dwelling

___12. RELEASE  L. The Elders chose these for the Twelves

___13. BOOKS  M. Outside the Community

___14. BIRD  N. The Receiver had this, but no power

___15. ONES  O. It was to be precise

___16. ROBERTO  P. This wand was a punishment tool for small children

___17. PLANES  Q. Has a release ceremony in House of Old

___18. MUSIC  R. They got names and parents

___19. ELEPHANT  S. What happened to the apple

___20. WAR  T. Asher's Assignment was director of it

___21. STIRRINGS  U. Not an honorable Assignment

___22. ANIMALS  V. They got their bicycles

___23. DISCIPLINE  W. Adults took daily pill for these

___24. GABRIEL  X. Searched for Jonas and Gabe

___25. RECREATION  Y. Mother worked in this Department

The Giver - Matching
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Match the definition with the vocabulary word.  Put your answers in the magic squares
below.  When your answers are correct, all columns and rows will add to the same
number.

A. HONOR E. EIGHTS I. BICYCLE M. BACK
B. CALCULATOR F. ROSEMARY J. SAILING N. GIVER
C. LOVE G. PALE K. NAMING O. BIRD
D. FIONA H. LIE L. CARETAKER P. OLD

  1. Gabe thought it was a plane
  2. Jonas dreamed about her
  3. This memory made Gabe go to sleep
  4. Had jackets with small buttons and

pockets
  5. Moving out into the community
  6. The Giver's daughter
  7. Fiona worked in the House of the ___
  8. Jonas asked his parents if they felt this

for him

  9. Jonas, as Receiver, could do this
10. Father broke a rule to look at this list
11. The Receiver had this, but no power
12. Transferred the memories to Jonas
13. Male Elevens' pants had a pocket for

one
14. Jackets of Fours, Fives & Sixes

buttoned down the ___
15. Jonas's and Gabe's eyes looked this

way
16. Fiona's assignment was ___ of the Old

A= B= C= D=

E= F= G= H=

I= J= K= L=

M= N= O= P=

The Giver - Magic Squares
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H I P P O I R E V I G P S S M A C K
C R C F I E N O I A F A L L Z P T Q
M O Q V W L F T B G M L Y A W P E Z
V T L O G Y L R E E H E F M N L N Y
W A P O Y L I F N L R T V I C E S L
I L H H R E R E D E L T S N O N S F
N U B T L S S I S P B I O A O N E D
D C M A W S L H T H M M G B B E A B
E L C Y C I B C N A C A B E L H S B
P A I L L K N L E N S I L I N K H T
E C S Y Q J A S R T R H N E O C L B
N X U T R N S A A K V G E O G V E V
D L M M G E S Z P T S K B R N C F N
E P O U F S L R D E N Y D W I E J T
N R A V I N N E N M B E E T M P O K
C G E R E Q H I A I L O I A A D N R
E G A D H O N O R S A I L I N G A W
T L O N E S S D G P E E N D C W S N

Announced the assignments: ___ Elder (5)
Asher confused it with snack (5)
Became the new Receiver of Memory (5)
Described Roberto's ceremony (7)
Didn't matter after Ceremony of Twelve (3)
Family shared them after dinner (8)
Father broke a rule to look at this list (6)
Father released the smaller of them (5)
Fiona worked in the House of the ___ (3)
Gabe thought it was a plane (4)
Gabe's comfort object (5)
Had jackets with small buttons and pockets (6)
Had trouble with language (5)
Has a release ceremony in House of Old (7)
It changed before Jonas's eyes (5)
It was to be precise (8)
Jacket buttoned in front (12)
Jackets of Fours, Fives & Sixes buttoned
  down the ___ (4)
Jonas asked his parents if they felt this for him
  (4)
Jonas could not ask for this (7)
Jonas dreamed about her (5)
Jonas found one at the top of the hill (4)
Jonas heard it coming from the bottom of the
  hill (5)
Jonas liked the memory of them (12)
Jonas recognized when the children played it

  (3)
Jonas stopped taking his (4)
Jonas's and Gabe's eyes looked this way (4)
Jonas, as Receiver, could do this (3)
Lily didn't like hair ___ (7)
Lily's comfort object (8)
Male Elevens' pants had a pocket for one (10)
Mother's was higher than Father's (12)
Moving out into the community (7)
None existed in Jonas's world (7)
People chose to go to it a long time ago (8)
Searched for Jonas and Gabe (6)
The Receiver did not have this (5)
The Receiver had many in his dwelling (5)
The Receiver had this, but no power (5)
The color Jonas saw (3)
The newchild who stayed with Jonas (7)
The people could not see them (6)
The people had never known this (4)
These Elevens got longer pants with a pocket
  (4)
These Elevens new undergarments (6)
They got names and parents (4)
They got their bicycles (5)
They had their long hair cut off (4)
This memory made Gabe go to sleep (7)
Transferred the memories to Jonas (5)
Wanted to be a birthmother (4)

The Giver - Word Search
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1 2 3

4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13

14

15 16

17

18 19

20 21

22

Across
  2. The Receiver did not have this
  4. Fiona's assignment was ___ of the Old
  6. Jonas, as Receiver, could do this
  7. Mother's was higher than Father's
11. Jonas found one at the top of the hill
13. Didn't matter after Ceremony of Twelve
14. Jonas recognized when the children played it
15. The color Jonas saw
16. They got names and parents
17. Gabe thought it was a plane
18. She was intelligent
20. They had their long hair cut off
21. The people had never known this
22. Jonas was able to see ___
.

Down
  1. Month of the Ceremony
  2. Jonas's and Gabe's eyes looked this way
  3. Outside the Community
  4. The people could not see them
  5. Father released the smaller of them
  8. It was to be precise
  9. Transferred the memories to Jonas
10. Jonas's number
12. Jonas asked his parents if they felt this for him
13. Had trouble with language
15. Has a release ceremony in House of Old
16. Fiona worked in the House of the ___
17. The Receiver had many in his dwelling
19. Gabe's comfort object

The Giver - Crossword
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The Giver

LIE ASSIGNMENTS BEYOND DISPOSITION PLANES

DISCIPLINE MOTHER DECEMBER ANIMALS BIRTHMOTHER

CHANGED SEVENS FREE SPACE SAMENESS HIPPO

ROSEMARY WAR PAIN ELEPHANT ROBERTO

FEELINGS BACK COLORS FIONA ASHER

The Giver

TENS RIBBONS ONES SAILING STIRRINGS

MATURITY LILY TWINS RECREATION ELSEWHERE

GRANDPARENTS PILL FREE SPACE INTELLIGENCE BIRD

INDEPENDENCE TWELVES JONAS LANGUAGE THREES

CHIEF BICYCLE POWER GIVER MUSIC
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THE GIVER by Lois Lowry 

Chapters 21 – 23 

ANALYSING THE TEXT QUESTIONS 

 
 

Chapter 21 

1. What evidence from the chapter implies why Jonas flees the community sooner than he had planned? 

2. Discuss how Jonas staying overnight with The Giver leads to the decision to release Gabriel. 

3. Explain how the author lets the reader believe that Gabriel has been released. 

4. What about the setting of the community does not allow citizens to leave their dwellings at night or 

remove extra food from the community? 

5. What evidence from the chapter reinforces the theme of the power of human connection? 

6. Explain how Jonas is more nurturing to Gabriel than the Nurturers were. Explain the irony in the 

newchildren’s caretakers being called Nurturers. 

7. Why does the author structure the text to use planes as bookends to the novel? What do you believe is 

the author’s purpose? 

8. How well do you think The Giver’s plan to return memories to the community works? 

9. What text evidence about Jonas shows how the author introduces an element of science fiction into 

this chapter? 

10. Estimate how far Jonas and Gabriel have traveled and if they are still in the communities. 
 

 

Chapter 22 

1. How does the setting change as Jonas and Gabriel travel farther from their community? 

2. Discriminate between Jonas’s and Father’s methods of nurturing Gabriel. 

3. Tell how Jonas’s survival instincts while he is fleeing the community differ from when he lived in the 

community. 

4. How are Jonas’s feelings about his survival contradictory to how he feels about Gabriel’s survival? 

 

 

Chapter 23 

1. Examine what Jonas experiences. Is the snow just a figment of his imagination? Is the snow real? Is 

Jonas freezing and/or starving to death? 

2. How is Gabriel different from how he was when he lived in the community? 

3. Imagine and describe what the boundary between the communities and the outside world looks like. 

4. How is the conflict regarding Jonas and Gabriel escaping the community resolved? 

5. What text evidence leads the reader to think that Jonas is reaching the Elsewhere that he thought 

existed? 

6. Lois Lowry intended the ending of the novel to be ambiguous. Do you like the ending? Why or why 

not? Discuss other possibilities for the conclusion of the novel. 

 

 
ANSWERS: 

 

CHAPTER 21: 
1. Jonas learns that Gabriel is going to be released the next morning. 

2. Since Jonas stayed with The Giver, Father took Gabriel to the Nurturing Center for the night. Without 

Jonas to console and give him memories, Gabriel fussed and cried most of the night. 

3. The author does not reveal that Gabriel is with Jonas until after she describes Jonas’s flight from the 

community. 
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4. The community is surrounded by isolated fields, thickets, and trees. There is probably a body of water 

bordering the outside world and the community. Citizens may not leave their dwellings because all 

their movements are controlled and accounted for. There may be a finite amount of food so it must be 

rationed. Since food is delivered, it is likely appropriately portioned. 

5. Jonas and Gabriel have a strong bond. It is so strong, in fact, that it changes Jonas’s entire life. 

6. Jonas truly loves, cares for, and tries to meet Gabriel’s needs as an individual. The Nurturers did not 

truly nurture Gabriel. They tried to make him fit into their standards and chose to release Gabriel when 

he would not conform to what they expected. 

7. When the novel opens, Jonas is frightened and seeks shelter when an unauthorized plane flies over 

the community. At the novel’s close, Jonas is again frightened and seeks shelter when planes fly 

overhead. This time the planes are looking for him, however. Purposes will vary, but might include that 

the first instance of the plane foreshadowed the ending of the novel. 

8. The plan seems to work since Jonas’s memories fade as he gets farther away from the community. 

9. Jonas can alter his body temperature based on the memory that he is thinking about. 

10.  They have possibly traveled 100-200 miles and are probably in outlying lands from the community. It is 

disconcerting that they have traveled so far and not come to any other towns. 

 

 

CHAPTER 22: 

1. The landscape becomes more varied with forests, hills, and waterfalls. They experience rain and see 

animals. 

2. Jonas realizes that Gabriel’s survival depends on Jonas keeping him safe and healthy. Jonas 

sacrifices himself for Gabriel. Father sacrifices Gabriel because he will not fit into the community’s 

artificial behavioral standards. 

3. While fleeing, Jonas scrounges for food and catches fish to eat. In the community, food was delivered 

each day without any effort from the citizens. His survival due to natural forces is truly in doubt outside 

of the community. In the community, he would die from release, not from natural forces. 

4. Jonas cares about saving Gabriel more than he cares about saving himself. 

 

 

CHAPTER 23: 

1. GIVE YOUR PERSONAL ANSWER. 

2. Gabriel is now lethargic and dirty. In the community, he was curious, alert, and happy. 

3. GIVE YOUR PERSONAL ANSWER. 

4. GIVE YOUR PERSONAL ANSWER. 

5. GIVE YOUR PERSONAL ANSWER, but Jonas always felt that Elsewhere truly existed. We know that 
it is December, and Jonas thinks he sees Christmas lights in the town. Discuss the symbolism of 
Gabriel’s name, as well as the author’s comment that “they were waiting, too, for the baby.” 

6. GIVE YOUR PERSONAL ANSWER. Other possibilities could include that Jonas is dying and going to 

heaven, he is going into his favorite memory, hallucinating, or really escaping and going to a town at 
Christmastime. 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ/STUDY QUESTIONS  - The Giver

Chapters 1-2
 1. What word meant a "deep, sickening feeling of something terrible about to happen," 

according to Jonas?
A.  premonition
B.  trembling
C.  frightened
D.  release

 2. What were Jonas and the other children taught to be careful about?
A.  They were taught to be careful about language.
B.  They were taught to be careful about not overeating.
C.  They were taught to be careful about being respectful to teachers.
D.  They were taught to be careful about not riding their bikes on the grass.

 3. How did Jonas decide he felt?
A.  He felt irritated.
B.  He felt fascinated.
C.  He felt intimidated.
D.  He felt apprehensive.

 4. What was causing this feeling?
A.  His special Ceremony of Twelve would be coming in December.
B.  He was failing two subjects in school.
C.  Some other boys were beating him up, and he was afraid to tell on them.
D.  He was thinking about a movie he had seen recently.

 5. What evening ritual did the family perform after dinner?
A.  They went for a walk.
B.  They shared their feelings.
C.  They prayed together.
D.  They did the dishes and cleaned the house.

 6. What were the two occasions when release was not punishment?
A.  Release of a newchild and release of a sick person were not punishment.
B.  Release of an orphan and release of the elderly were not punishment.
C.  Release of the elderly and release of a newchild were not punishment.
D.  Voluntary release and release of the mentally incompetent were not 
      punishment.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 2

 7. True or False: If the newchild did not progress, it would be released.
A.  True
B.  False

 8. What fascinated Jonas about his father?
A.  His father was always cheerful.
B.  His father was the youngest person ever to be head of his department.
C.  He realized he did not know his father's age or first name.
D.  His father had broken the rule about looking at the year's Naming list.

 9. True or False: The Ceremony of Twelve marked the end of elementary school and entry 
into high school.

A. True
B.  False
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 3

Chapters 3-5
 1. What was unusual about Jonas and the newchild'?

A.  They both had pale eyes.
B.  They both had red hair.
C.  They both cried a lot when they were babies.
D.  They both had the same name.

 2. Lily said she might want a certain Assignment, but her parents said it did not have much 
honor.  Which Assignment was it?

A.  Hairdresser
B.  Cook
C.  Laundry Worker
D.  Birthmother

 3. What happened to the apple while Jonas was playing with it?
A.  The apple fell apart.
B.  The apple rolled into the river.
C.  The apple changed for an instant.
D.  The apple disappeared.

 4. Which event did not happen during Roberto's celebration of release?
A.  He told about his life.
B.  He made a good-bye speech.
C.  The attendants toasted, cheered, and chanted the anthem.
D.  The doctor signed Roberto's release papers.

 5. True or False:  Larissa know exactly where Roberto and everyone else went when they were released?
A.  True
B.  False

 6. What was Jonas's dream about?
A.  He wanted Fiona to take off her clothes and get in a bathtub.
B.  He beat up Asher.
C.  He and Fiona got married without permission.
D.  He became the newchild's father.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 4

 7. What did his mother and father say and do about it?
A.  They said his imagination was too active and he should study harder.
B.  They said he was evil and had to go and talk to the Elders about a punishment
C.  They said it was the Stirrings.  His mother gave him a pill to stop them.
D.  They told him to keep his dreams to himself and never mention them again.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 5

Chapters 6-7   Match the age  level and Ceremony gift.

1. Ones A. jacket with smaller buttons and pockets

2. Fours, Fives, Sixes B. name and parents

3. Sevens C. bicycles

4. Eights D. jacket buttoned down the back

5. Nines E. Assignment

6. Tens F. longer trousers with a pocket

7. female Elevens G. jacket buttoned in the front

8. male Elevens H had long hair cut off

9. Twelves I. new undergarments

Directions: Match the item and what it symbolized,
10. jacket with smaller buttons, pockets J. independence and growing up

11. bicycles K. a more mature style

12. jacket buttoned down the back L. bodily changes

13. longer trousers with a pocket M. moving out into the  
Community

14. jacket buttoned in the front N. help each other, learn 
interdependence

15. had long hair cut off O. taking on adult 
responsibilities

16. new undergarments P. maturity and keeping track of 
possessions

17. Assignment Q. carrying a calculator in 
school
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 6

18. What Assignment did Asher get?
A.  He was named Language Coordinator.
B.  He was named Sanitation Laborer.
C.  He was named Junior Partner in the Law Office.
D.  He was named Assistant Director of Recreation.

19. True or False: The Chief Elder called Jonas's number, then told him to wait for last to get
his Assignment.

A.  True
B.  False
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 7

Chapters 8-10
 1. What was Jonas's Assignment?

A.  He was given the Assignment of Mediator Among Communities.
B.  He was given the Assignment of Chief Scribe.
C.  He was given the Assignment of new Receiver of Memory for the Community.
D.  He was given the Assignment of Junior Pilot for the Community Air Force.

 2. True or False: The Assignment Jonas received was the most important job in the 
Community.

A.  True
B.  False

 3. The Chief Elder said the person in the job Jonas would have needed four qualities.  
Which of the following was not one of them?

A.  intelligence
B.  courage
C.  wisdom
D.  agility

 4. True or False:  Jonas  disagreed with the committee's choice of his Assignment?
A.  True
B.  False

 5. True or False: The last person who had been chosen for Jonas's Assignment was not 
successful.

A.  True
B.  False

 6. From what rules was Jonas exempted?
A.  He was exempted from rules governing marriage.  He could choose his own 
      wife.
B.  He was exempted from rules governing money.  He could carry money and

       spend it whenever and wherever he wanted.
C.  He was exempted from rules governing travel.  He could drive and go 
      anywhere he wanted without asking permission.
D.  He was exempted from rules governing rudeness.  He could ask anyone any 
      question and he would receive an answer.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 8

7. What was Jonas prohibited from doing?
A.  He was not allowed to tell his dreams.
B.  He was not allowed to live with his family.
C.  He was not allowed to play with his friends.
D.  He was not allowed to eat meat.

8. What was he allowed to do that he had not been allowed to do before?
A.  He was allowed to skip school.
B.  He was allowed to stay up as late as he wanted.
C.  He was allowed to lie.
D.  He was allowed to choose his own hairstyle.

9. Something in the Annex surprised Jonas, because it was something that the ordinary
 people did not have.  What was it?

A.  It was a television set.
B.  It was an automobile.
C.  It was the books.
D.  It was a refrigerator.

10. True or False: In his new Assignment, Jonas would learn to predict the future.
A.  True
B.  False

11. What did Jonas find out about first?
A.  He found out about rain.
B.  He found out about animals.
C.  He found out about war.
D.  He found out about snow.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 9

Chapters 11-13
 1. Which of the following is not one of the words or concepts Jonas experienced?

A.  snowball
B.  runners
C.  hill
D.  sled

 2. True or False: The old man forgot the memory completely after he had given it to Jonas.
A.  True
B.  False

 3. Jonas asked why they did not have the things.  What was the old man's answer?
A.  He said a Receiver long before him had lost the memory and now he did not 
      know how to get the things.
B.  He said people had become too weak to know how to deal with the things.
C.  He said that they had disappeared when the communities got Climate Control.
D.  He said another Community had stolen them.

 4. True or False: Jonas was glad the people no longer had the other things.
A.  True
B.  False

 5. True or False: The old man said honor and power were the same.
A.  True
B.  False

 6. What did the old man tell Jonas to call him?  What was Jonas?
A.  The old man told Jonas to call him the Recorder.  Jonas was the Giver.
B.  The old man told Jonas to call him the Memory Giver.  Jonas was the Taker.
C.  The old man told Jonas to call him The Giver.  Jonas was the Receiver.
D.  The old man told Jonas to call him the Gifted One.  Jonas was the Recipient.

 7. What was happening when Jonas "saw beyond?" Why was it important?
A.  He was seeing into things.  He was beginning to see into the future.
B.  He was beginning to learn to read minds.
C.  He was seeing the color red.  It was the beginning of his ability to see colors.
D.  He was learning to analyze situations in a different way.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 10

 8. True or False:  Everyone over the age of twelve could do what Jonas could?  
A.  True
B.  False

 9. Jonas wanted to be able to make decisions.  What did the old man say?
A.  He said he thought it was a good idea for Jonas but not for the others.
B.  He agreed.
C.  He said people might make the wrong choices.
D.  He said they should only be allowed to make certain choices.

10. True or False: Jonas agreed with the old man's opinion about choices?
A.  True
B.  False

11. True or False: The people needed a Receiver because they could not read and write.
A. True
B. False
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 11

Chapters 14-16
 1. What memory did The Giver transmit to explain suffering?

A.  Jonas's wife and children died.
B.  Jonas went back in time to the time before the Sameness.
C.  Jonas walked in the desert without food or water.
D.  Jonas fell off a sled and broke his leg.

 2. What did Jonas realize about his family after his session with The Giver?
A.  He realized his family members had never known pain.
B.  He realized his family members were not really related to him.
C.  He realized his family members would never understand him.
D.  He realized his family members were not important to him anymore.

 3. Jonas asked why he and The Giver had to hold the memories.  What did The Giver say?
A.  He said no one else was able to remember things.
B.  He said the others were not brave enough to have memories.
C.  He said the memories gave them wisdom.
D.  He said the people would fight over who got the best memories.

 4. True or False: Jonas wanted to change tradition, and give everyone the memories.
A.  True
B.  False

 
 5. How did Jonas help Gabriel get to sleep?

A.  Jonas gave Gabriel a memory of sailing on a lake.
B.  Jonas rocked Gabriel to sleep.
C.  Jonas gave Gabriel a sleeping pill.
D.  Jonas sang to Gabriel.

 6. What pain did The Giver ask Jonas to take in Chapter 15?
A.  It was the pain of sunburn.
B.  It was the pain of being injured in a battle during a war.
C.  It was the pain of growing old.
D.  It was the pain of dying of starvation.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 12

7. True or False:   Jonas was really happy to be Receiver at the beginning of Chapter 16?
A.  True
B.  False

 8. What was The Giver's favorite memory that he gave to Jonas?
A.  It was happiness and party.
B.  It was friendship, marriage, and children.
C.  It was trust and caring.
D.  It was family, Grandparents, and love.

 9. What question did Jonas ask his parents after his session with The Giver?  What was their 
answer?

A.  He asked if he were adopted.  They did not know what the word meant.
B.  He asked them to tell about their parents and their childhood.  They both said 

                 they did not remember.
C.  He asked if they loved him.  They told him to use more precise language. 

                  They said he had used an old, meaningless word.
D.  He asked if he could bring his children to see them in later years.  They got

                   angry and said it was against the laws of the Community.

 10. What was his reaction to his parents' answer?
A.  He lied for the first time.
B.  He thanked them for their honesty.
C.  He realized he did not want to live with them anymore.
D.  He was sorry he had ever been given the Assignment of Receiver.

 11. Jonas did something different the next morning.  What was it?
A.  He walked to school instead of riding his bicycle.
B.  He prayed.
C.  He did not take his pill.
D.  He read a book in front of his family members.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 13

Chapters 17-19
 1. Jonas had a new level of feelings caused by the memories from The Giver and what else?

A.  He was reading all of The Giver's books.
B.  He had not taken the pills for the Stirrings for four weeks.
C.  He was eating better.  The Giver had the best food in the Community.
D.  He was happy because he did not have to go to school anymore.

 2. True or False: Father performed a Ceremony of Release on the younger of the twins.
A. True
B. False

 3. How did Jonas feel about becoming the new Receiver?
A.  He was excited about learning everything.
B.  He was afraid to get more of the unpleasant memories.
C.  He was not looking forward to it.  He was beginning to understand that he

                   would probably have a difficult and lonely life.
D.  He was looking forward to getting all of The Giver's memories and then 

                  starting a revolution in the Community.

4. What happened to the Receiver-to-be who was selected before Jonas?
A.  She died young of natural causes.
B.  She fell in love with the Receiver from another Community and ran away.
C.  She went to the Chief Elder and asked to be released.
D.  She refused to take the Assignment and was given a job as a Laborer.

5. True or False: The Receiver-to-be's memories were lost forever to the Giver and the
 Community.

A.  True
B.  False

6. True or False: The Receiver-to-be's name was Rosemary.
A.  True
B.  False

7. Jonas and The Giver discussed the effects to the Community if Jonas would be lost.  How 
did Jonas think they would feel?

A.  Jonas thought they would not like it.
B.  Jonas said they would be glad to get the memories.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 14

 8. Which of the following is the missing step in the release of the newchild?
Father weighed both of the newchildren.  He gave the heavier one to the Nurturer.  
He filled a syringe with a clear liquid, then injected the smaller newchild with it.  
He was talking cheerfully to the newchild during the procedure.  The newchild

            moved around for a few minutes, then stopped.  Then his father ____

A.  called another Community and arranged a trade of newchildren.
B.  gave newchild to another worker who would take it Elsewhere.
C.  weighed and measured it again and falsified the records so it was big enough.
D.  put the body in a carton and put the carton in a chute in the wall.

  9. What did Jonas realize as he watched the tape of the release?
A.  The newchild was dead, and his father had killed it.
B.  His father was much more compassionate than he had realized.
C.  His father had broken the law.
D.  His father was a weak and frightened man.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 15

Chapters 20-23

1. How did Jonas react after he watched the release?  
A. He cheered for the newchild.
B. He cried and became sarcastic.
C. He became sick to his stomach.
D. He got angry and violent, and started ripping books apart and throwing them.

2. True or False: The Giver told Jonas he had to keep the memories to himself. He said they
should never be shared with the people.

A. True
B. False

3. What did The Giver think Jonas should do?
A. He thought Jonas should ask for Release. 
B. He thought Jonas should take over as Receiver and then help the people change.
C. He was too upset to give Jonas any advice.
D. He thought Jonas should escape and go Elsewhere.

4. The Giver offered a very special memory to Jonas. What was it?
A. The Giver offered him contentment.
B. The Giver offered him all of the memories of the time before Sameness. 
C. The Giver offered him music.
D. The Giver offered him wealth.

5. True or False: The Giver said he had to stay and help the people. He wouldn't go with Jonas.
A. True
B. False

6. Did Jonas follow the original escape plan?
A. No, he did not.
B. Yes, he did. 

7. How did they escape?
A. Jonas took Gabe on his bicycle. 
B. Jonas rowed a boat across the river. 
C. The Giver drove them to the edge of the Community, where a helicopter picked them

up.
D. They walked.
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 16

8. What was following them?
A. Bloodhounds followed them.
B. A group of angry citizens followed them.
C. Search planes were following them.
D. Nothing followed them, because The Giver had advised against it. 

9. True or False: Jonas transmitted memories of swimming underwater to slow Gabe's breathing
and escape detection by the search devices that measured the oxygen content of the area. 

A. True
B. False

10. Which of the following was not one of the changes in the landscape?
A. They saw their first birds.
B. There were more trees and streams.
C. A huge canyon appeared ahead of them. 
D. The forests were thick and dark.

11. What was the strongest fear that Jonas had during this part of the journey?
A. He was afraid they would be caught.
B. He was afraid they would starve.
C. He was afraid Gabe would die of exposure to the weather.
D. He was afraid that Elsewhere would turn out to be just like his Community. 

12. What happened to the weather?
A. It got very hot.
B. It started raining.
C. There was a tornado.
D. It began snowing.

13. True or False: Jonas was forced to leave the bicycle and walked all the way to the top of the hill. 
A. True
B. False

14. What memories flooded Jonas as he reached the top of the hill?
A. He was flooded with memories of sorrow.
B. He suddenly remembered Christmas Day.
C. He understood just how the Sameness had originally happened. 
D. He was flooded with memories of joy. 
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Multiple Choice Quiz/Study Questions The Giver page 17

15. True or False: Jonas found skis at the top of the hill and used them to ski down.
A. True
B. False

16. What did Jonas hear on the way down? 
A. He heard people calling his and Gabe's names.
B. He heard laughter.
C. He heard bells ringing and sirens wailing. 
D. He heard music and people singing. 
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VOCABULARY WORKSHEET CHAPTERS 1-2 - The Giver

Below are the sentences in which the vocabulary words appear in the text. Read the sentences.
Use any clues you can find in the sentences combined with your prior knowledge then write what you
think the underlined words mean in the spaces provided.

1. IMMEDIATELY, the rasping voice through the speakers had said.

2. Now, thinking about the feeling of fear as he pedaled home along the river path, he remembered that
    moment of palpable, stomach-sinking terror when the aircraft had streaked above.

3. I guess I just got distraught watching them.

4. Apprehensive, Jonas decided. That’s what I am.

5. He’s a sweet little male with a lovely disposition.

6. We have him in the extra care section for supplementary nurturing, but the committee’s
    beginning to talk about releasing him.

7. . . . because it occurred to me that it  might enhance his nurturing if I could call him by a name.

8. Well, it was clear to me–and my parents later confessed that it had been obvious to them,
    too–what my aptitude was.

Part II  Match the vocabulary words with their dictionary definitions
___ 1. rasping A. fearful; anxious
___ 2. palpable B. easily perceived; obvious
___ 3. distraught C. a harsh, grating sound
___ 4. apprehensive D. talent
___ 5. disposition E. personality
___ 6. nurturing F. improve
___ 7. enhance G. very upset; agitated
___ 8. aptitude H. helping to grow or develop
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VOCABULARY WORKSHEET CHAPTERS 3-5 - The Giver

Below are the sentences in which the vocabulary words appear in the text. Read the
sentences. Use any clues you can find in the sentences combined with your prior knowledge then
write what you think the underlined words mean in the spaces provided.

1. Lily, he decided, would have to learn that soon, or she would be called in for chastisement
    because of her insensitive chatter.

2. “I think I’d like that,” Lily said petulantly.

3. No one had mentioned it, not even his parents, because the public announcement had been
    sufficient to produce the appropriate remorse.

4. All of his volunteer hours would be carefully tabulated at the Hall of Open Records.

5. “And of course,” she added primly, “all lives are meaningful. I don’t mean that they aren’t.”

6. The details were murky and vague.

7. The details were murky and vague.

Part II: Match the vocabulary words with their dictionary definitions.

___ 1. chastisement A. in a precise and proper manner
___ 2. petulantly B. recorded and filed
___ 3. remorse C. regret
___ 4. tabulated D. unspecified; indefinite
___ 5. primly E. punishment
___ 6. murky F. dark
___ 7. vague G. in an ill-tempered way
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VOCABULARY WORKSHEET CHAPTERS 6-7 - The Giver

Below are the sentences in which the vocabulary words appear in the text. Read the sentences.
Use any clues you can find in the sentences combined with your prior knowledge then write what you
think the underlined words mean in the spaces provided.

1. The little girl nodded and looked down at herself, at the jacket with its row of large buttons
    that designated her as a Seven.

2. Jonas stowed his bicycle beside Mother’s and made his way through the throng to find his group.

3. He had been given an unusual and special reprieve from the committee, and granted an
    additional year of nurturing before his Naming and Placement.

4. The audience applause, which was enthusiastic at each naming, rose in an exuberant swell
    when one parental pair, glowing with pride, took a male newchild and heard him named Caleb.

5. He knew that his parents cringed a little, as he did, when Fritz, who lived in the dwelling next
    door to theirs, received his bike and almost immediately bumped the podium with it.

6. His transgressions were small ones, always: shoes on the wrong feet, schoolwork misplaced,
   failure to study adequately for a quiz.

7. But each such error reflected negatively on his parents’ guidance and infringed on the
    Community’s sense of order and success.

8. The Instructors of Threes were in charge of the acquisition of correct language.

9. Even the applause, though enthusiastic, seemed serene when Fiona was given the important
    Assignment of Caretaker of the Old.

10. Jonas sat, dazed, as they moved into the Thirties and then the Forties nearing the end.
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Vocabulary Worksheet Chapters 6-7 - The Giver Page 2

Part II:  Match the vocabulary words to their dictionary definitions.

___  1. designated A. confused; bewildered
___  2. throng B. violations of laws or rules
___  3. reprieve C. pardon
___  4. exuberant D. purchase
___  5. cringed E. high-spirited
___  6. transgressions F. indicated; pointed out
___  7. infringed G. calm
___  8. acquisition H. shrank back in fear
___  9. serene I.  intruded
___10. dazed J.  crowd
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VOCABULARY WORKSHEET CHAPTERS 8-10 - The Giver

Below are the sentences in which the vocabulary words appear in the text. Read the sentences.
Use any clues you can find in the sentences combined with your prior knowledge then write what you
think the underlined words mean in the spaces provided.

1. They applauded at the final Assignment; but the applause was piecemeal, no longer a
    crescendo of united enthusiasm.

2. The Community, relieved from its discomfort by her benign statement, seemed to breathe
    more easily.

3. I apologize to you in particular. I caused you anguish.

4. Therefore the selection must be sound. It must be a unanimous choice of the Committee.

5. Then she turned and left the stage, left him there alone, standing and facing the crowd, which
    began spontaneously the collective murmur of his name.

6. From this moment you are exempted from the rules governing rudeness.

7. From this moment you are prohibited from dream-telling.

8. But the most conspicuous difference was the books.

9. The failure of the previous selection was ten years ago, and my energy is starting to diminish.

10. At first it’s exhilarating: the sled; the sharp, clear air; but then the snow accumulates, builds
      up on the runners, and you slow, you have to push hard to keep going, and. . .”
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Vocabulary Worksheet Chapters 8-10 - The Giver Page 2

Part II: Match the vocabulary words to their definitions.

___   1. crescendo A. decrease
___   2. benign B. agonizing physical or mental pain
___   3. anguish C. noticeable
___   4. unanimous D. freed from obligation
___   5. spontaneously E. causing to feel energetic
___   6. exempted F. unrehearsed
___   7. prohibited G. a gradual increase in volume
___   8. conspicuous H. complete agreement
___   9. diminish I.  harmless
___ 10. exhilarating J.  forbidden
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VOCABULARY WORKSHEET CHAPTERS 11-13 - The Giver

Below are the sentences in which the vocabulary words appear in the text. Read the sentences.
Use any clues you can find in the sentences combined with your prior knowledge then write what you
think the underlined words mean in the spaces provided.

1. He was filled with energy, and he breathed again, feeling the sharp intake of frigid air.

2. He could see a bright, whirling torrent of crystals in the air around him, and he could see them
    gather on the backs of his hands, like cold fur.

3. Tentatively he opened his eyes–not his snow-hill-sled eyes, for they had been open throughout
    the strange ride.

4. It wasn’t a practical thing, so it became obsolete when we went to Sameness.

5. You should be able to perceive the name without being told.

6. He was aware of his own admonition not to discuss his training.

7. When I was observing you, before the selection, I perceived that you probably had the
    capacity, and what you describe confirms that.

8. it was so–oh, I wish language were more precise.

9. “You’ve come quickly to that conclusion,” he said.

10. “It was chaos,” he said.
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Vocabulary Worksheet Chapters 11-13 - The Giver Page 2

Part II:  Match the vocabulary words to their definitions.

___   1. frigid A. no longer in use
___   2. torrent B. to become aware of through the senses
___   3. tentatively C. exact
___   4. obsolete D. the end or finish
___   5. perceive E. a heavy downpour
___   6. admonition F. ability to learn
___   7. capacity G. uncertain; hesitant
___   8. precise H. confusion
___   9. conclusion I.  very cold
___ 10. chaos J.  a reminder of a forgotten task or duty
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VOCABULARY WORKSHEET CHAPTERS 14-16 - The Giver

Below are the sentences in which the vocabulary words appear in the text. Read the sentences.
Use any clues you can find in the sentences combined with your prior knowledge then write what you
think the underlined words mean in the spaces provided.

1. The sled moved forward, and Jonas grinned with delight, looking forward to the breathtaking
    slide down through the invigorating air.

2. It was not enough to assuage the pain that Jonas was beginning, now, to know.

3. Excruciating hunger and starvation.

4. Now it was ominous. It meant, he knew, that nothing could be changed.

5. Gabriel had been bathed  and was lying, for the moment, hugging his hippo placidly in the
    small crib that had replaced the basket. . . .

6. The Giver looked up at him, his face contorted with suffering.

7. In one ecstatic memory he had ridden a gleaming brown horse across a field that smelled of
    damp grass, and had dismounted beside a small stream from which both he and the horse
    drank cold, clear water.

8. The Nurturers were very optimistic about Gabriel’s future.
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Vocabulary Worksheet Chapters 11-13 - The Giver Page 2

Part II: Match the vocabulary words to their definitions.

___ 1. invigorating A. hopeful; expecting the best
___ 2. assuage B. twisted; disfigured
___ 3. excruciating C. unfavorable; threatening
___ 4. ominous D. to relieve
___ 5. placidly E. overjoyed
___ 6. contorted F. peacefully
___ 7. ecstatic G. agonizing
___ 8. optimistic H. refreshing; stimulating
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VOCABULARY WORKSHEET CHAPTERS 17-19 - The Giver

Below are the sentences in which the vocabulary words appear in the text. Read the sentences.
Use any clues you can find in the sentences combined with your prior knowledge then write what you
think the underlined words mean in the spaces provided.

1. And his new, heightened feelings permeated a greater realm than simply his sleep.

2. Feelings surged within Jonas.

3. “Me,” Jonas said in a dejected voice.

4. The Giver looked at him gravely. “You must stay away from the river, my friend,” he said.

5. “Wretched with happiness.”

Part II: Match the vocabulary words with their definitions.

___ 1. permeated A. requiring serious thought
___ 2. surged B. spread or flowed throughout
___ 3. dejected C. depressed
___ 4. gravely D. miserable
___ 5. wretched E. increased suddenly
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VOCABULARY WORKSHEET CHAPTERS 20-23 - The Giver

Below are the sentences in which the vocabulary words appear in the text. Read the sentences.
Use any clues you can find in the sentences combined with your prior knowledge then write what you
think the underlined words mean in the spaces provided.

1. It’s the same life that you would have, if you had not been chosen as my successor.

2. She’s very efficient at her work, your red-haired friend.

3. By midday Jonas’s absence would become apparent, and would be a cause for serious concern.

4. All of it–all the things they had thought through so meticulously–fell apart.

5. “Yes, we did,” Mother agreed emphatically.

6. Together the fugitives slept through the first dangerous day.

7. As he pedaled through the nights, through isolated landscape now, with the communities far
    behind and no sign of human habitation around him or ahead, he was constantly vigilant,
    looking for the next nearest hiding place should the sound of engines come.

8. It was a  subtle change, hard to identify at first.

9. During his twelve years in the Community he had never felt such simple moments of
    exquisite happiness.

10. But the hill was treacherously steep; he was impeded by the snow and his own lack of
      strength.
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Vocabulary Worksheet Chapters 20-23 - The Giver Page 2

Part II: Match the vocabulary words to their definitions.

___ 1. successor A. visible; easily seen
___ 2. efficient B. people running away
___ 3. apparent C. lovely
___ 4. meticulously D. one who comes next
___ 5. emphatically E. extremely concerned with details
___ 6. fugitives F. alert; watchful
___ 7. vigilant G. stopped progress
___ 8. subtle H. indirect; faint
___ 9. exquisite I.  expressed forcefully
___ 10. impeded J.  done with a minimum of waste
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                                                                    WORD SEARCH  -  The Giver

B I R T H M O T H E R B A C K A Y S C S
K F B E W M G F G N I L I A S L K N O T
R T I N L I A R L A V S K S I O R O L N
O C C S A S N L F H B V I L O E R B O E
S T Y R N V E S E R P R Q B V S R B R M
E H C O I Y S W D E A A I I N E L I S N
M B L T M L B S H L R P G E K E T R N G
A A E A A R J M N E M P G A L V L E I I
R S T L L R N A T A R L T M W O E V N S
Y H J U S T I C E S R E D R P L A N E S
T E G C R F N K H E R L P Q A R Q G T A
B R S L R I G L M A O V B M N M A H E G
T E Y A V E T G C Y T S E H Z U G S E N
H Y Y C M J C Y D F Y F R O G I L E N G
R N W O V E M E E M E A N N E V L V U K
E G A M N C N I I C W E A O D A I E R V
E H P M D D H E Y V S L L R P C P N T R
S D I O I C P A S X E R F I M S S S U J
H M J P W N T C N S S R L I N U X P R N
T B O K P E G V Z G L T L I O G S A E R
N I N E S O R E B M E C E D E N S I R N
H R A Y C Z P K B B D D N F L J A N C N
T D S R O B E R T O T W E L V E S K P X

AGE CHANGED JONAS NINETEEN ROBERTO

ANIMALS CHIEF JUSTICE NURTURER ROSEMARY

APPLE COLORS LANGUAGE OLD SAILING

ASHER DECEMBER LARISSA ONES SAMENESS

ASSIGNMENTS EIGHTS LIE PAIN SEVENS

BACK ELSEWHERE LILY PALE SLED

BEYOND FEELINGS LOVE PILL SMACK

BICYCLE FEMALE MALE PLANES TENS

BIRD FIONA MATURITY POWER THREES

BIRTHMOTHER GABRIEL MOTHER RECEIVER TWELVES

BOOKS GIVER MUSIC RED TWINS

CALCULATOR HIPPO NAMING RELEASE WAR

CARETAKER HONOR NINES RIBBONS
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CROSSWORD The Giver

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

10 11

12 13

14 15

16 17 18

19 20

21

22 23 24

25 26

27 28 29

30 31

32 33 34

35

36

37 38

39 40

41

42
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CROSSWORD CLUES The Giver

ACROSS
  1 Jackets of Fours, Fives & Sixes buttoned
     down the __
  2 Had trouble with language
  7 Had jackets with small buttons and pockets
11 Became the new Receiver of Memory
12 It changed before Jonas’s eyes
13 Gabe thought it was a plane
14 Jonas’s number
15 Jonas dreamed about her
17 Father broke a rule to look at this list
19 Didn’t matter after Ceremony of Twelve
22 Jonas found one at the top of the hill
24 Their jackets buttoned in front
25 Announced the assignments: __ Elder
28 The Receiver had many in his dwelling
29 Jonas, as Receiver, could do this
30 Jonas asked his parents if they felt this for
     him
32 Wanted to be a birthmother
34 Transferred the memories to Jonas
36 They got names and parents
37 Jonas heard it coming from the bottom of 
     the hill
38 Jonas stopped taking his
40 They had their long hair cut off
41 Jonas’s and Gabe’s eyes looked this way
42 Father released the smaller of them

DOWN
  1 Jonas was able to see ___
  3 Gabe’s comfort object
  4 Jonas’s Assignment was ___ of Memory
  5 Adults took a daily pill for these
  6 Not an honorable Assignment
  8 The newchild who stayed with Jonas
  9 The people had never known this
10 The Receiver had this, but no power
12 None existed in Jonas’s world
15 These Elevens got new undergarments
16 Month of the Ceremony
18 They got their bicycles
20 The Elders chose these for the Twelves
21 Moving out into the community
23 This wand was a punishment tool for small
     children
24 This memory made Gabe go to sleep
26 The people could not see them
27 Lily’s comfort object
31 Family shared them after dinner
33 Described Roberto’s ceremony
25 She was intelligent
37 These Elevens got longer pants with a pocket
39 Jonas recognized when the children played it
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                                 MATCHING QUIZ/WORKSHEET 1 - The Giver

___ 1. BIRD  A. Searched for Jonas and Gabe

___ 2. GRANDPARENTS  B. Family shared them after dinner

___ 3. NAMING  C. The Receiver had this, but no power

___ 4. APPLE  D. Jonas liked the memory of them

___ 5. NINES  E. The Receiver had many in his dwelling

___ 6. INDEPENDENCE  F. Jonas's and Gabe's eyes looked this way

___ 7. PALE  G. Fiona's assignment was ___ of the Old

___ 8. STIRRINGS  H. It changed before Jonas's eyes

___ 9. LILY  I. Father broke a rule to look at this list

___10. LARISSA  J. They learned language

___11. SLED  K. Father released the smaller of them

___12. HONOR  L. Jacket buttoned in front

___13. ELEPHANT  M.Lily's comfort object

___14. CARETAKER  N. They got their bicycles

___15. FEELINGS  O. Wanted to be a birthmother

___16. PLANES  P. Adults took daily pill for these

___17. GIVER  Q. Transferred the memories to Jonas

___18. LOVE  R. Jonas was able to see ___

___19. BACK  S. What happened to the apple

___20. BOOKS  T. Jonas asked his parents if they felt this for him

___21. THREES  U. Gabe thought it was a plane

___22. CHANGED  V. Had jackets with small buttons and pockets

___23. TWINS  W.Described Roberto's ceremony

___24. EIGHTS  X. Jonas found one at the top of the hill

___25. BEYOND  Y. Jackets of Fours, Fives & Sixes buttoned down the ___
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                                MATCHING QUIZ/WORKSHEET 2 - The Giver

___ 1. CALCULATOR  A. Jonas liked the memory of them

___ 2. PILL  B. Jonas stopped taking his

___ 3. JONAS  C. Became the new Receiver of Memory

___ 4. LILY  D. Jonas wanted to give them to people

___ 5. ASSIGNMENTS  E. Male Elevens' pants had a pocket for one

___ 6. MEMORIES  F. These Elevens got longer pants with a pocket

___ 7. PALE  G. Jacket buttoned in front

___ 8. BACK  H. Not an honorable Assignment

___ 9. SEVENS  I. Didn't matter after Ceremony of Twelve

___10. MALE  J. Jonas's and Gabe's eyes looked this way

___11. ASHER  K. Had trouble with language

___12. BEYOND  L. What happened to the apple

___13. SAMENESS  M.Wanted to be a birthmother

___14. ROSEMARY  N. Jonas was able to see ___

___15. ONES  O. Jackets of Fours, Fives & Sixes buttoned down the ___

___16. JUSTICE  P. Outside the Community

___17. INDEPENDENCE  Q. Moving out into the community

___18. BIRTHMOTHER  R. The Giver's daughter

___19. AGE  S. Their jackets buttoned in front

___20. GRANDPARENTS  T. The Elders chose these for the Twelves

___21. CHANGED  U. Mother worked in this Department

___22. BICYCLE  V. Had jackets with small buttons and pockets

___23. PLANES  W.Searched for Jonas and Gabe

___24. ELSEWHERE  X. People chose to go to it a long time ago

___25. EIGHTS  Y. They got names and parents
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                                                   VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH -  The Giver

A D M O N I T I O N A X G V R N X T Q D
A P P A R E N T G F N S F A S T Y H E Z
N D N C D H L E X Q U I S I T E U G A V
E V I E C R E P F C R P U U T P R U C P
Q J Z Y L E V A R G I A O I A U B A H Y
C A P A C I T Y I N Q L M W S G J R A N
D E N H A N C E G Z D P I R O P E T O N
K E C E J P S K I F E A N E B K V S S T
B F S G X C T R D D P B A T S D I I O W
E T S I G E E I E B D L N C O J S D P J
N F H E G P M D T I J E U H L V N E T P
I E F R R N L P M U C W H E E S E J I X
G K M I O E A I T K D T L D T D H E M F
N Z E P C N N T W E D E W M E S E C I F
B V H P H I G E E E D Q N T C U R T S W
E K N Q S A E B G D T K A H S B P E T Q
A V H H K V T N M W H L G P T T P D I F
N M U R K Y I I T B U Z M J A L A D C D
G T N E R R O T C B G V R K T E J V Z Y
U P R E C I S E A A T N A L I G I V B T
I P E R M E A T E D L S U C C E S S O R
S P E T U L A N T L Y L R E M O R S E X
H E X H I L A R A T E G Y L M I R P R C

ADMONITION DAZED EXHILARATE PERMEATED SURGED

ANGUISH DEJECTED EXQUISITE PETULANTLY TABULATED

APPARENT DESIGNATED FRIGID PRECISE THRONG

APPREHENSIVE DIMINISH GRAVELY PRIMLY TORRENT

APTITUDE DISTRAUGHT IMPEDED RASPING UNANIMOUS

ASSUAGE ECSTATIC MURKY REMORSE VAGUE

BENIGN EFFICIENT OBSOLETE REPRIEVE VIGILANT

CAPACITY EMPHATICALLY OPTIMISTIC SERENE WRETCHED

CHAOS ENHANCE PALPABLE SUBTLE

CRINGED EXEMPTED PERCEIVE SUCCESSOR
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VOCABULARY CROSSWORD The Giver

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10

11 12 13

14 15

16

17

18 19

20 21

22 23

24

25 26

27
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VOCABULARY CROSSWORD CLUES The Giver

ACROSS
  1 Twisted; disfigured
  7 Very upset; agitated
  9 Indefinite
10 Improve
11 Indirect; faint
15 Stunned; bewildered
17 Requiring serious thought
18 In a proper manner
22 Dark; muddy; not clear
24 Crowd
25 Calm
26 Done with a minimum of waste
27 Harmless

DOWN
  1 Disorderly confusion
  2 Cause to feel energetic
  3 Exact
  4 Increased suddenly
  5 Punishment
  6 Distress; suffering
  7 Depressed
  8 Unrehearsed
12 In complete agreement
13 Violations of laws or rules
14 Extremely concerned with details
15 Decrease
16 Easily perceived; obvious
19 Got in the way of progress
20 Miserable
21 Alert; watchful
23 Heavy downpour
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                                           VOCABULARY WORKSHEET - The Giver

___ 1. SPONTANEOUSLY  A. Regret

___ 2. PLACIDLY  B. Punishment

___ 3. INFRINGED  C. Intruded

___ 4. REMORSE  D. Lovely

___ 5. PERCEIVE  E. Easily perceived; obvious

___ 6. CHAOS  F. Cause to feel energetic

___ 7. TABULATED  G. Disorderly confusion

___ 8. OBSOLETE  H. Refreshing; stimulating

___ 9. DIMINISH  I. Decrease

___10. CHASTISEMENT  J. Become aware of through the senses

___11. INVIGORATING  K. Stunned; bewildered

___12. ECSTATIC  L. Noticeable

___13. ANGUISH  M.Recorded and filed

___14. APPREHENSIVE  N. No longer in use

___15. EXQUISITE  O. Indirect; faint

___16. PERMEATED  P. Fearful; anxious

___17. ACQUISITION  Q. Peacefully

___18. SUBTLE  R. Purchase

___19. DAZED  S. Unrehearsed

___20. METICULOUSLY  T. Threatening

___21. OMINOUS  U. Overjoyed

___22. PALPABLE  V. Distress; suffering

___23. REPRIEVE  W.Extremely concerned with details

___24. CONSPICUOUS  X. Pardon

___25. EXHILARATE  Y. Spread or flowing throughout
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